
 
 

Year 9 Weekly Planner 
 

 

W/C 22.06.20 Overview of task you are expected to complete 

English Now that you have practised an English Language Paper 1 you are going to try and complete a whole paper in one. The questions 
are printed on the worksheet along with the text that you need to answer read before you start. Please use the YouTube video 
https://youtu.be/a7kTvBB7VzM Listen to my instructions for each question, then pause the video and complete the writing 
before you move on. There are additional slides with sentence starters and help if you feel that you need it after I have explained 
the question the first time.  

Maths 9M1 (Mr Saget): Indices. There are 2 indices lessons. Go through the PPTs completing the questions and tasks. Watch the video 
links to go with each lesson. Complete the Indices Foundation Questions and submit photos of your working by Friday 10am.  
 
9M2 and 9M3: Standard form calculations. Last week you were learning how to write numbers in standard form and changing 
them back to ordinary numbers. This week we are using numbers in standard form to complete calculations.  
There is a PPT with worked examples and questions to try with answers. There are also video links explaining each of the rules. 
Worksheet to complete and submit by Friday 

Science Miss Mugford’s class – We are introducing Group 7 of the periodic table, you will identify the trends in the properties of this 
group and reactions they take part in and practice writing word and symbol equations. You will then look at the reactivity patterns 
in this group and answer some levelled questions on this. 
Mrs Huggins’ class – We are going to find out about Group 7 of the periodic table this week, looking at the patterns we can see in 
how they react in comparison to each other. There are several tasks to complete in order to check your understanding and to 
help you to make your own notes. You need to submit a copy of the work that you have done (a photo uploaded to Google 
Classroom is fine). 

Core PE Three times this week complete the full body beginners work out off the PE NETFLEX Board. 
This is accessed from the King Arthur’s PE Google Classroom (you need to have signed into this new class using code “hfpyfob”. 
Also keep a daily record of your step count. Mobile phones track this. In iphones it’s under the health app. You can download 
other apps to track it. Are you reaching over 5000 steps a day ? 
 

https://youtu.be/a7kTvBB7VzM


 

 

Art Finish the task set last week .Brainstorm page. Read through the power point, look at the example work and complete a creative 
brainstorm page for your close up project. Submit your work via Google Classroom. 

Catering Practical – Watch You Tube clip and peel & dice an onion 

Theory – Planning a menu -  Go through the slides and note key points. Design a menu specifically for Young Families. An example is 
on the powerpoint 

Travel & Tourism  Transport Facilities 1- work through all the tasks on the power point. You need to make sure you add the key words to your glossary  

BTEC Sport By Friday 26th June you need to have completed your components of fitness booklet. Please can you upload this onto google 
classroom.  

French Focus: friendship 
1. Vocabulary learning on Quizlet:  Studio  GCSE M1 Friendship 
2. Reading/ listening activity: song “ c’est dit” gap filling activity of the lyrics ( youtube link with instructions on GC 
3. Reading and translating tasks textbook p.10 and 11 

GCSE PE After practicing A01 A02 and A03 style questions we now consolidate our learning in workbook 4. There is also a bit of reading from 
GCSE bitesize and a mini quiz. All instructions in google classroom. Please remember to email me the work. Great work team  

Geography This week we're looking at the effects of an eruption and believe me there's a lot more to it than just "lava". In fact at the end of this 
lesson you should be able to give me reasons as to why lava is the least of your worries! THERE IS NO AUDIO WITH THIS POWERPOINT 
- Just read through the PowerPoint and then attempt the matching up exercise on the sheets attached. I just want you to submit 10 
letters with the 10 correct letters. There are enough clues in the descriptions. I have also tried to set some work on GCSE Pods - have 
a go and let me know what you think of it. Good Luck! Mr G. 

History Starter  -Audio questions 
Task 1:  Read and produce a mindmap to explain how Goebbels and the Ministry of Propaganda controlled Nazi Germany. 
Use the rules of mindmapping (colours/branches/single words) 
Task 2 : Watch the 3-minute clip also on this page to boost your knowledge 
Task 3: Read and make notes to explain how Hitler used the legal system imposed by the courts to ensure he had total power. Bullet 
points is fine with a 25 word summary paragraph to explain ‘How did Hitler use the courts to ensure that he had full power and could 
not be challenged?                                            https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z2p3k2p/revision/2 

iMedia Please read through the powerpoint, making notes if you wish. Then, using the sheet provided, do the tasks on the worksheet then 
complete the scripting task from the powerpoint. 

Photography Viewpoint project. Read through the power point and complete practical task this week. Take range of photos, minimum 10 photos. 
Submit your work via Google Classroom. 

3D Design Second week of research on designers, architects or design movements.  Hand in by Friday via Google Classroom. 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z2p3k2p/revision/2
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Remember: If you are finding any of your tasks difficult there are lots of places to get help: 
The Internet (Choose reputable sites, not Wikipedia!) / BBC Bitesize / Seneca / MyMaths 

Ask a friend or family member 
Message your teacher through Google Classrooms 


